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Off The Vegas Strip
Most visitors to Las Vegas have
gambled, seen a show, watched the
Bellagio’s dancing fountains or taken
a romantic gondola ride at the Venetian, but what about the fun away
from the famed strip?
Whether it’s a taste of “Old
Vegas,” experiencing the beautiful
Desert Southwest or
exploring a modern
wonder, there’s so much
more to see and do than
the same old, same old
in Las Vegas.

If you want a taste of Las
Vegas the way it used to
be combined with some
modern flash, then head
to the downtown area.
Once the main drag
in Las Vegas known as
“Glitter Gulch,” the
area full of historic casinos and hotels is now
home to the Freemont
Street Experience
(vegasexperience.com).
Accompanied by my sisters, I rolled out the front
door of the Plaza Hotel
in my manual wheelchair, finding myself
in daylight at midnight
along the five-block-long
pedestrian mall.
Night was transformed into day by
mammoth, bright,
40-foot neon displays
that lined both sides of
the street, advertising
a whole slew of casinos
and attractions. Wheeling was easy in the street
turned giant walkway.
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Freemont Street

The area is alive with performers,
dancers and musicians under a canopy that hosts Viva Vision, the world’s
largest video screen. Projected images
of Jimi Hendrix performing Purple
Haze on the canopy glimmered over
our heads while a zip-liner hooted in
delight as she zoomed by.
An agile street performer silently
folded himself into a surprisingly

small box for tips. Casinos, such as the
historic Golden Nugget, offered free
souvenir photos to tourists just for
stepping in the door.

Red Rock Canyon
Not far from the bright lights and hustle of Freemont Street lies the natural
and more relaxed setting of Red Rock
Canyon National Conservation Area.
Just about 16 miles
west of Las Vegas on State
Route 159, the area features red sandstone cliffs,
towering up to 3,000 feet
that create a striking contrast against the cloudless, azure skies.
We drove the
13-mile scenic loop into
the desert for a closer
look at the sparsely
colonized crags
and canyons, which
stretched beyond my
sight. Behind the accessible visitors center,
I wheeled a concrete
interpretive trail, one of
two accessible trails in
the park.
The trail offered
educational displays and
stunning views of the
Mojave Desert. It also
wound past an enclosure
that held protected desert tortoises, including
Mojave Max, the Mojave
Desert mascot.
Located in downtown Las
Vegas or “Old Vegas,”
the Fremont Street
Experience is a five-block
entertainment district
closed to vehicle traffic
and covered by the world’s
largest video screen.

Not all of the Desert Southwest’s beautiful scenery is found in rural areas. Some
of the region’s most iconic flora can be
found along with some sweet treats in
suburban Las Vegas.
Located 16 miles south of the
strip in Henderson, Nev., lies Ethel M’s
Chocolate Factory and Botanical Cactus Garden (ethelm.com). As the name
implies, this places provides a unique
combination of candy and cactus.
We took a tour of the factory,
watching skilled chocolatiers at work
and scored free samples at the tour’s
end. We enjoyed our treats while
meandering a paved trail through the
four-acre garden that features more
than 300 species of cacti.
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Henderson

The Red Rock Canyon National Conservation Area is just minutes west of the Las Vegas
strip and features stunning large red rock formations and sandstone peaks.
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As seen from the accessible visitor’s
center outdoor overlook, Hoover Dam
took five years, 21,000 men, more than
four million cubic yards of concrete and
582 miles of steel pipe to complete.
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Entrance to historic Boulder City, Nev.
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This part of
the country also
has a lot of history and the Clark
County Museum
(clarkcountynv.gov)
offers a window
into the past of
mining, railroads,
Native Americans
and Las Vegas.
Wheeling between
buildings on flat,
dirt roads throughout the 30-acre
campus was chalThere are 17 main turbines in the Hoover Powerplant.
lenging, but doable.
It was easy
Hoover Dam
rolling inside the main building with
highly entertaining exhibits of casino
History is also on display in one of
and celebrity history. Learning that
mankind’s greatest creations only a few
Britney Spears had the shortest Las
more miles southeast of Henderson.
Vegas marriage at 55 hours and Mickey
Hoover Dam is just under an hour
Rooney was married there seven times
drive from Freemont Street and we
was amusing.
started our journey there by visiting
Restored homes along Heritage
Boulder City, Nev. — the city created
Street depicted changes in America’s
for the workers who built the dam
lifestyle over the decades and were
(visitbouldercity.com).
mostly accessible.
I was fascinated by the historic city
“I feel like I’m in grandma’s house,”
as I rolled accessible streets featuring
I confessed, inside the Goumond House.
modern curb cuts and ample sidewalks.
It was a flashback to my childhood.
Scattered among the historic buildings

and shops are 35 bronze sculptures with some representing
the dam’s construction.
Hoover Dam itself is just
20 minutes further down the
road from Boulder City
(usbr.gov/lc/hooverdam).
Honored in the BBC documentary Seven Wonders of
the Industrial World, the dam
offers an accessible tour that
includes the visitors center
and west powerhouse.
Besides historic exhibits,
the visitors center provides
a fabulous overlook of the
dam high above the Colorado River. The powerhouse
features massive turbines that generate electricity for more than a million people in three states. The art
throughout the facility demonstrates
the pride Americans historically felt
for public utilities.
Rolling off the strip in Las Vegas
didn’t win the jackpot for me, but it
was a rewarding way to see the area!
For more information on the Las
Vegas area, visit lasvegas.com.
Lilly Longshore is a regular contributor of travel articles for PN magazine. n

